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INTRODUCTION 

Raccoon Inu - meme crypto project turns your crypto journey
into an exhilarating adventure. Fearlessly embark on the
blockchain highways with RACCON INU – your reliable
companion in the world of decentralization. Beware, this little
raccoon holds immense potential! $RACCOON is a fully
Decentralized Meme Currency built on Binance Smart Chain
which is one of the largest and safest Blockchain protocols.
Our team developed the community-driven project,
empowered the meme loving community.

$RACCOON are tired of watching everyone play hot potato
with the endless derivative DogeShibaNuflokiCEOLon CEO all
day everyday coins. The Doge and Baby's have had their day.
It’s time for the most recognizable memes in the world to take
their reigns as King of the memes. $RACCOON is here to make
memecoins on BSC great again.



WHY CHOOSE
$RACCOON?
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With just 420,000,000,000 tokens, there is enough for meme
appeal while not having so many zeroes that it becomes painful
to figure out how much someone has.

$RACCOON is here to make memecoins in BSC great again.

Raccoon will be more than just a memecoin, this little raccoon
holds immense potential!

$RACCOON is a fully Decentralized Meme Currency built on
Binance Smart Chain which is one of the largest and safest
Blockchain protocols. Our team developed the community-
driven project, empowered the meme loving community.

A team with great experience. The previous project gave
more than x1000 from launch!
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TOKENOMICS

TOKEN NAME

RACCOON INU

TOKEN SYMBOL

RACCOON

BLOCKCHAIN

BNB Chain

DECIMALS

9

TOTAL SUPPLY

420,000,000,000

TAX

3%

Contract Address:

0x592591785c2c596B3AEF927d14d8D74866237043
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ROADMAP

$RACCOON will continue to grow, expand, and evolve over time.

We're more than just a meme coin. We're a culture project with purpose!

PHASE 1

Project ideas

Create a website

 for RACCOON

$RACCOON token
Launch

Connect more 
ambassadors

Audit By Certik

Build Twitter 
community

Target 1000 
holders

Marketing 
campaign

Build Telegram 
community List on DEXs

Release NFT 

collection

Tair 1  CEX 
listing

Fair launch

on Pinksale

Renounce 
ownership 

$RACCOON contract

Partnerships

PHASE 2 PHASE 3 PHASE 3
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RACCOON_INU
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